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1. INTERACTION EST IMATES 
This note presents a simple approach to discuss interact ion est imates of e lementary waves for 
hyperbol ic  onservation laws 
ut+f(u)x=O, x•R,  t>O, (1.1) 
where u, f E R N. This system is assumed to be str ict ly hyperbol ic  and genuinely nonl inear in 
each character ist ic  field. The following arguments also apply  to systems with l inearly degenerate 
character ist ic  fields. See [1] for this terminology. 
In the profound paper  [2], G l imm establ ished global existence of weak solutions to init ial  value 
problems of (1.1), provided that  the tota l  var iat ion of init ial  data  is sufficiently small. The 
smallness depends essential ly on two quantit ies,  one is from the solvabi l i ty condit ion of R iemann 
problems for (1.1) and another is the constant in the interact ion est imate.  
In order to formulate the interact ion problem, we introduce a t ransformat ion 
T:RN xRN--,R N, 
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where T(uz, ~) is the state UN which is connected to ul(= uo) on the right by the elementary 
wave curves of (1.1). More precisely, Uk = T(~2)Uk-1 and the one-parameter transformation 
T(ak)uk -1 describes the composite k-shock/rarefaction wave curve through uk-1, k = 1, 2 , . . . ,  N. 
It is usually assumed that T(k)Uk_l is a state connected to uk-1 on the right by a k-rarefaction 
(k-shock) wave if a > 0 (a < 0). See [1] for this terminology. 
In [3], Lax proved that if ul is close to Ur, then there is a unique e E R N such that Ur = T(ul ,  e). 
That is, the Riemann problem of (1.1) with initial data 
f uz, x < 0, 
Uo(X) 
Ur, X ~ 0, 
is uniquely solvable. Now let ut, Urn, and ur be three states close to each other. Then there are 
unique 7, 5 E R g such that Um -- T(ul ,  7) and ur = T(um, 5). 
The interaction problem can be described as finding a little bit precise dependence r lation of e 
on 7 and 5. Since T(ul,  e) = T(T(u l ,  ~f), 5), we can write e as a function of 7, 5, and ut, namely, 
~(u~; 7, 6). 
Glimm's interaction estimate reads as the following. 
THEOREM. Let (~/, 5) be in a compact subset of the domain o?e(uz; 7, 5) for ~xed ul. Then 
c(ul; 7, 5) = 7 + 5 + ~ 7i5jR - l (R i r j  - Rjr~) + D(7, 5)0(171 + 151), 
i>j 
where D(7, 5) ---- ~ i> j  17~116jl + ~min{-~,,5i}<017i115~1 and n~ -- r~. V~. 
PROOF. We first consider the following simple cases, where 
7 = ('~¢1,72," •• ,7 i ,0 , "  " ' ,0 ) ,  5 ~- (O,.. . ,O, S j ,S j+ l , . . . ,SN)  
with i < j or i = j and min{7i, 5i} _> 0. Note that Riemann problems are uniquely solvable. For 
such a case, the 7-waves and the 5-waves fit together to give the unique solution. Thus, we have 
e(Ul; ~'1 ,72 , ' " " ,  7 i ,  0 , . . . ,  0,  6 j ,  6 j+ l ,  . . . , 6N)  
= (71,72, . . . ,7 i ,0  . . . .  ,0) + (0 , . . . ,0 ,6 j ,6 j+ l , . . . ,SN)  
(1.2) 
for i , j  = 1,2, . . .  ,N. It is clear that this relation holds when i -- 0 or j = N + 1. 
In order to study other complex cases, we need the following two identities: 
n 
ann -- aon -- ano ÷ aoo -= Z (aij -- a i - l , j  -- ai,j-1 ÷ a i - l , j -1) ,  
i,j=l 
(1.3) 
where aij(i, j = 0, 1 , . . . ,  n) are numbers, vectors or whatever; and 
/01/01 ¢(1, 1) = ¢(1,0) + ¢(0, 1) - ¢(0,0) + Car(a,T) dadT, (1.4) 
where ¢(a, ~-) is a smooth function of two variables. 
In addition, we recall from [3] and [1] that e(ul;7,5) is a C2-function of its arguments and 
sufficiently smooth in each quadrant of (~/, 5)-space. Moreover, 
T~(ul; O) = R(ut )  = (rl, r2, . . . ,  rN), (1.5) 
where ri is the ith right eigenvector f the Jacobian of f .  
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Let a~j = e(ul;~/1,72,... ,7 i ,0, . . .  ,0,6j+l,6j+2,. . .  ,bN). Then we use the identities in (1.3), 
(1.2), and (1.4) to obtain 
N 1 1 
i,j=l 
(1.6) 
where eij(a, T) = eT,~j (Ut; 71,72,. . . ,  7i-1, aTi, 0 , . . . ,  0, ~-6j, 6j+1,. . . ,  6N). The relation in (1.6) 
already implies Glimm's estimate in [2]. In fact, if i < j or if i = j and min{7~, 6~} >_ 0, then 
eij(a, T) = 0 due to (1.2). 
Next, we calculate e~,~(ul;O,O)(1 <_ j <_ i <_ g).  From T(ut,e) = T(T(ul,7),5), (1.2) 
and (1.5), we deduce that T,(ul, 7)e~j (ut; 7, O) = rj(T(uz, 7))- Moreover, using esj (ut; 0, 0) = ej 
due to (1.2) we get that 
T0 , (u. 0)e  + 0.0) = R rj(u,). 
On the other hand, since T~, (ut, 0) = (Rlr~, R2r{,..., Riri, R{ri+l,...,  R{rN), we have 
Thus, 
{ R-I(P~rj - Rjri)(ut), i > j, 
e6~{ (ul; 0, 0) = 0, otherwise. 
N 1 1 
E ~[i~j gu [ fo £iJ(~'T) d~ dT:  E ~[i~jR-X(Rirj- Rjri) q- m(~'~)O(l~ll -~ I~1) 
i,j=l i>j 
and, by using (1.6), hence the proof is complete. 
REMARK 1.1. The above proof and thereby Glimm's arguments in [2] depend on the hyperbolic 
structure of (1.1) only through the relations in (1.2) and (1.5), which follow from the unique 
solvability of Riemann problems for (1.1). See [3]. 
REMARK 1.2. Since e(ut; % 5) is sufficiently smooth in each quadrant of (% 5)-space, higher order 
expansions can be also obtained by using (1.6). See [4,5] for other proofs of the above theorem. 
2. NONHOMOGENEOUS SYSTEMS 
In studying nonhomogeneous systems with the fractional step Glimm scheme, we face to solve e, 
in terms of % 5, and At, from the following relation (see, e.g., [6,7]) 
T(S(u, At), e) = S(T(T(u, ~/), 5), At). 
Here At is a positive constant and S(u, t) is the solution or its approximation to 
dv = s(v), v(O) = u (2.1) 
dt 
with s(v) being the source term of the nonhomogeneous system under consideration. By Glimm's 
interaction theorem (see Section 1), there is an a such that 
T(u, a) = T(T(u, "r), 6), 
where a = ~/+ 6 + O(1)D(% 6). Thus, we only need to deal with the relation 
T(S(u, At), e) = S(T(u, a), At). (2.2) 
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This is a commute problem of operators. It is worthwhile to point out that S(., t) is an operator 
entirely similar to T (k). Moreover, in the cases of rarefaction waves or contact discontinuities, 
T(k)u solves exactly the problem in (2.1) with the k th eigenvector rk(u) replacing s(v) there. 
As in the previous ection, we write e = e(u; a, t) due to the relation in (2.2). Since S(u, O) = u 
and T(u, O) = u, it immediately follows from the unique solvability of Riemann problems that 
e(u; cz, 0) = a, e(u; 0, t) = 0. (2.3) 
Consequently, we use the identity in (1.4) to obtain 
/0 /0 e(u; a, At) = a +aAt  e,~t (u; ~ra, rat )  d~ dr (2.4) 
= a + aAte~t(u; 0, 0) + ~AtO([c~l + At). 
Now we turn to calculate ~t(u; 0, 0). From the relation in (2.2) we deduce that 
T~(S(u, t), e)eta = S~,t(T(u, a), t)T,(u, a) - Tu,(S(u, t), e)St(u, t)ea - T~,(S(u, t), e)et~,. (2.5) 
Thanks to (2.3), we have e~(u;a, 0) = I and et(u;O,t) = 0. Thus, we obtain from (2.5), (2.3), 
(1.5), and (2.1) that 
R(u)et,(u; O, O) = s~,(u)R(u) - R,R(u), (2.6) 
where R, = s(u) • Vu. 
We refer to R-l(u)s~,(u)R(u) - R- I (u)RsR(u)  as the growth matrix for the corresponding 
nonhomogeneous system. The matrix R -1 (u)RsR(u) characterizes the interaction of source terms 
and flux terms. 
3. IN IT IAL -BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS 
In this section, we consider initial-boundary value problems for systems of hyperbolic onser- 
vation laws, that is, (1.1) in x < 0 with boundary conditions posed at x = 0 
B(u, t) = 0, (3.1) 
where B(u, t) takes values in R ~ and u is the number of negative igenvalues of f~(u). 
LEMMA 3.1. Let (u,t) satisfy 
detB=(u,t)(rx,r2,. . .  ,r,)(u) # O. (3.2) 
Then there exists ~(u,t) > 0 such that for each 5 6 R ~ with [5] _< ~(u,t), there is a unique 
v N-v  
¢ = (~, 0 ), with [~] sufficiently small, satisfying 
B(T(u, e), t) = B(u, t) - 5. 
PROOF. For ~, 5 E R ~, define 
F(u , t ;~ ,5)=B T u,~, 0 ,t -B (u , t )+5.  
J 
Then F(u,t;O,O) = 0. Moreover, F~(u, t; O, O) = Bu(u,t)(r l , r2, . . . , r~)(u) is invertible due 
to (3.2). By applying the implicit function theorem to F(u, t; ~, 5) at (~, 5) = 0 for fixed (u, t), we 
deduce that there exists ~ = ~(u, t) > 0 such that for each 5 with [5[ _< ~(u, t), there is a unique 
= ~(u, t; 5), with [~[ sufficiently small, such that F(u, t; ~, 5) = 0. Namely, 
B(T(u, e), t) = B(u, t) - 5. 
This completes the proof. | 
If (u,t) satisfies IB(u,t)l < ~?(u,t) as well as the relation in (3.2), then by taking 5 = B(u,t) 
in the above lemma, we have the following. 
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COROLLARY 3.2. Let (u,t) satisfy the relation in (3.2) and [B(u,t)l < U(u,t). Then there is a 
N-~, 
unique e = (@, 0 ), with I~[ sufficiently small, satisfying B(T(u, e), t) = O. 
Having this corollary, we turn to consider the boundary R/emann problem, that is, solving the 
system (1.1) under the boundary condition (3.1) and the initial condition u(x, O) = ul (a constant 
state) for x < 0. The above corollary claims that if [B(ul,t)] _< ~(u~,t) and (3.2) holds for u = u~, 
then the boundary Riemann problem has a unique solution consisting of v + 1 constant states 
UO ~- Ul, UI = T(~l)uo, u2 = T( : )u l ,  . . . ,  uv  = T($)uu-1 ,  
so that uj is connected to uj-1 on the right by a j-elementary wave (j = 1, 2 . . . .  , u). 
In studying initial-boundary value problems, we have to deal with interaction problems of 
elementary waves near the boundary (see [8]). Such problems can be described as solving e, in 
terms of 7, 6, and u, from 
B(T(u, e), t) = 0 = B (T(T(u, 7), 6), t'). 
Here 6's and e's last (N - u) components vanish, and so do 7% first u components. We point out 
the following fact. For simplicity, we denote ~ by e and assume that B does not depend on t later 
on.  
THEOREM 3.3. Suppose u satisfies the relation in (3.2) and the inequality 
IB(u) - B(T(T(u,  7), 6) ) I <_ ~?(u) 
holds for all (7, 6) with [7[, [6[ sufficiently sma11. 
Then there is a unique e = e(u; 7, 6), with [e I sufficiently small, satisfying 
B(T(u, e)) = B(T(T(u,  7), 6)). 
Furthermore, (u; 7,6) can be expanded as 
e(u; 7,6) = 6 + [Su(rl ,r2,. . .  ,r~)]-l B~(r,+l, r ,+2, . . .  ,rn)(u)7 + O(1)171(161 + 171)- 
(3.3) 
PROOF. By taking 6 to be B(u) - B(T(T(u,  7), 6)) in Lemma 3.1, we immediately conclude the 
existence of e satisfying the relation in (3.3). 
For proving the expansion, we use the uniqueness in Lemma 3.1 to obtain e(u; 0, 6) = & Thus, 
it follows from the identity in (1.4) that 
e(u; 7,6) = e(u;0,6) + e(u;7,0) - e(u;0,0) +76 e76(u;aT, z6)dad~- 
= 6 + e(u; 7,0) + O(1)171161. 
On the other hand, we deduce from the relation in (3.3) and Taylor's theorem that 
e(u; 7, O) = F[ l (u ,  O)B~(u)(rv+l, rv+2,. . . ,  rn)(u)7 + 0 (1712). (3.4) 
Since F~(u, O) = B~(u)(rl, r2, . . . , rv)(u), the proof is complete. | 
REMARK 3.1. The relation in (3.4) describes the reflection of the 7% waves. From the expansion 
we see that, by choosing the eigenvectors carefully, 
le(u;7,0)l ~ 171 (3.5) 
for 171 small. This inequality is usually referred to as the dissipativity of boundary conditions. 
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